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Advances in Intelligent Information and Database Systems (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2010

	Intelligent information and database systems are two closely related and we- established subfields of modern computer science. They focus on the integration of artificial intelligence and classic database technologies in order to create the class of next generation information systems. The major target of this new gene- tion of systems is to...
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London and Paris as International Financial Centres in the Twentieth CenturyOxford University Press, 2005
`This book has a truly exciting set of fifteen chapters... This is a well-integrated volume that should be in the library of every economic historian who deals with international banking and finance in the late nineteenth and twentieth century. I read it with great absorption and delight.' Mira Wilkins, EH.NET     

       London and...
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Developing J2EE Applications with WebSphere Studio: IBM Certified Enterprise Developer (IBM Certification Study Guides)MC Press, 2003

	To succeed in today's challenging business environment, companies need software developers who can implement integrated enterprise-wide applications and satisfy the demands of customers whose needs continue to evolve. Not only can you become that enterprise developer, but you can also be certified by IBM in the greatest technology...
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Inter-cooperative Collective Intelligence: Techniques and Applications (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2013

	This book covers the latest advances in the rapid growing field of inter-cooperative collective intelligence aiming the integration and cooperation of various computational resources, networks and intelligent processing paradigms to collectively build intelligence and advanced decision support and interfaces for end-users. The book brings a...
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Development Cooperation Policy in Forestry from an Analytical Perspective (World Forests)Springer, 2012

	Any reader eager to gain a comprehensive insight into forest development policy, praxis and reality shouldn’t miss this excellent publication. Hard to find a comparable reading where the author is digging as deep into Forest Development Policy. The author discovered numerous highly relevant theories as well as inspiring cases about...
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Value Solutions in Cooperative GamesWorld Scientific Publishing, 2013

	This book introduces new concepts for cooperative game theory, and particularly solutions that determine the distribution of a coalitional surplus among the members of the coalition. It also addresses several generalizations of cooperative game theory. Drawing on methods of welfare economics, new value solutions are derived for...
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Object-Oriented Technology. ECOOP 2004 Workshop Reader: ECOOP 2004 Workshop, Oslo, Norway, June 14-18, 2004, Final Reports (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2005
This year, for the eighth time, the European Conference on Object-Oriented Programming (ECOOP) series, in cooperation with Springer, is glad to offer the object-oriented research community the ECOOP 2004 Workshop Reader, a compendium of workshop reports pertaining to the ECOOP 2004 conference, held in Oslo from June 15 to 19, 2004.

ECOOP...
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Practical Programming in Tcl and Tk (4th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2003
Tcl stands for Tool Command Language. Tcl is really two things: a scripting language, and an interpreter for that language that is designed to be easy to embed into your application. Tcl and its associated graphical user-interface toolkit, Tk, were designed and...
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The Standard ML Basis LibraryCambridge University Press, 2002
SML is an influential programming language that represents many state-of-the-art aspects of language design in a form usable for everyday programming.  The language is in use worldwide, with applications ranging from network communication to theorem proving. The definition for SML's standard library, this work concisely describes the types and...
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Security Manager's Guide to Disasters: Managing Through Emergencies, Violence, and Other Workplace ThreatsCRC Press, 2009
Terrorist or criminal attack, fire emergency, civil or geographic disruption, or major electrical failure—recent years have witnessed an increase in the number of natural disasters and man-made events that have threatened the livelihoods of businesses and organizations worldwide. Security Manager’s Guide to Disasters:...
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Audel HVAC Fundamentals, Air Conditioning, Heat Pumps and Distribution SystemsAudel, 2004


	The purpose of this series is to provide the layman with an introduction

	to the fundamentals of installing, servicing, troubleshooting,

	and repairing the various types of equipment used in residential and

	light-commercial heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC)

	systems. Consequently, it was written not only for the...
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Soft Computing in Ontologies and Semantic Web (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2006
Being the important means by which people acquire and publish information nowadays, theWeb has been a huge information resource depository all around the world and the huge amount of information on the Web is getting larger and larger every day. It is becoming very crucial for computer programs to deal with information on the Web automatically and...
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